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Focus Dashcam Organizer updated with in-app editing
Published on 10/17/19
Michigan based Boundary Labs today releases Focus Dashcam Organizer 1.4 for macOS.
Focus
Dashcam Organizer offers the best way to visualize, organize, edit and export your Tesla
Dashcam videos on macOS. Browse videos by date, flag videos of interest or delete videos
that are taking up space, and see (or export) all your camera angles at once or zoom in on
one camera with the click of a mouse. Version 1.4 now includes a new visual video scrubber
with integrated clip selection.
Houghton, Michigan - Boundary Labs today is happy to announce the latest release of the
Focus Dashcam Organizer for macOS. Focus Dashcam Organizer is the best way to visualize,
organize, and export - and now edit - your Tesla(R) Dashcam videos on macOS(R). Browse
videos by date using the built-in calendar, flag videos of interest or delete videos that
are taking up space, and see (or export) all your camera angles at once or zoom in on one
camera with the click of a mouse. Now with Tesla Version 10 support, you can see and
export the rear view camera as well.
Version 1.4 now includes a new visual video scrubber with integrated clip selection. The
visual scrubber shows small screenshots though the timeline of the video. You can scrub to
precise locations and choose sections of the video to export. Clip selection was built to
be quick and easy to use. Select a section of video and it highlights in the scrubber. You
can even option-click to deselect parts of previous selections, and choose multiple
selections in one timeline that will be automatically stitched together on export.
Other new features include:
* New filter features that show any combination of Sentry, Recent, or Saved clips
* Interface updates to show not only a video's date, but also what kind of event it was
* Various bug fixes and interface tweaks
Some of the features of Focus Dashcam Organizer include:
* V10 support - view 4 cameras at once (front, back, left and right repeaters)
* A built in calendar that allows you to easily locate videos, showing you at a glance how
many events occurred on a given date
* 60 second videos are automatically stitched together so you can seamlessly view TeslaCam
events
* All cameras can be viewed at once, or you can click an individual camera to zoom to that
particular camera
* Videos can be exported in various sizes. Export all cameras to one video, or export
individual cameras
* Flag videos of interest to review later
* Delete videos that you no longer need right inside of Focus
* Adjust the speed of the videos to scan through a large number of videos at once (from 0
to 10 times speed)
* Support for full screen and dark mode
* Tested with videos produced by both HW2.5 and HW3 versions of Autopilot
* Automatically locates the inserted drive when the "Select TeslaCam folder..." button is
clicked, but you can also select an archived TeslaCam folder on any storage device
* Recent Videos are automatically integrated into the calendar and marked as "Recent"
System Requirements:
* macOS 10.13 and higher
* For best performance, an SSD or fast flash drive is recommended
* 64-bit processor
* 4.4 MB
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Pricing and Availability:
Focus Dashcam Organizer 1.4 is only $4.99 and is available worldwide through the Mac App
Store. It is also available through the Boundary Labs website. Promo codes are available
to members of the press. For more information, please contact Rob Minerick.
Focus Dashcam Organizer 1.4:
https://boundarylabs.com/Focus
Focus release notes:
https://boundarylabs.com/Focus/release-notes/1.4
Purchase Focus on the Mac App Store:
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/focus-dashcam-organizer/id1476008241?ls=1&mt=12
Screenshot:
https://is2-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple123/v4/57/d8/58/57d858b9-fc34-ea50-35f1-a1a
983f35ac7/pr_source.png/643x0w.jpg
Application Icon:
https://is3-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple113/v4/6f/ad/12/6fad1297-50d8-591c-9c93-330
0c5351319/AppIcon-0-0-85-220-0-0-0-0-4-0-0-0-2x-sRGB-0-0-0-0-0.png/246x0w.jpg

Boundary Labs LLC is a Mac and iOS software development company based in Houghton,
Michigan. It has been in business for 16 years, providing high quality Mac software as
well as consulting services. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2019 Boundary Labs
LLC. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh Mac OS X and macOS are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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